
TOP TIP: Throw the acorn gently
with an underarm throw to avoid
flipping the cone.

KS1 

LILLIPAD CROSSING

1 marker            1cone
1 bean bag

3 markers 2 markers
2 floor spots

Player #1, the Gruffalo, starts in the middle of 2
markers & aims to protect this area. Player #2, the
Mouse, starts at the 3rd marker and aims to run past
the Gruffalo & between the 2 markers without getting
tagged by the Gruffalo. The Gruffalo tries to tag the
Mouse before they get past the 2 markers. Repeat.

The mouse starts at 1 riverbank, crosses the river to
the other riverbank by only stepping on the lillipads.
When you get to the other side, return to the other
river bank stepping on the lillipads. Repeat..

You have 60 seconds to score as many
points as possible. You get 1 point for every
successful crossing.

The Mouse starts at the marker and throws the
beanbag, your acorn, at the cone to try and land it in.
Retrieve the acorn, replace the cone and repeat.

goes virtu
al

You have 60 seconds to get as many
points as possible. You get 1 point every
time the acorn lands & stays in the cone.

THE CHALLENGES

GRUFFALO DODGE ACORN GATHERING

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN IN YOUTUBE

1 point to the Mouse if gets through untagged. 
1 point to the Gruffalo if they get a tag. Play 60 
secs as the Mouse & 60 secs as the Gruffalo. 
 Combine your scores from the Mouse & the Gruffalo.

Set up 2 markers, 3 steps apart. Place 2 floor spots
between the 2 markers.
  

Place the marker and a cone, upside down, 1 step
apart.
  

SCORING

TO PLAY

CHALLENGE VIDEOCHALLENGE VIDEO CHALLENGE VIDEO

TO PLAY TO PLAY

SCORING SCORING

EQUIPMENT 

SET UP

EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT 

SET UP SET UP

TOP TIP: Bound from 1 foot to the
other on the lillipads.

Listen to The Grufflalo Story  

TOP TIP: Use a sharp change of
direction to dodge The Gruffalo.

Set up 2 markers, 5 steps apart and a 3rd marker, 5
steps away to make a triangle.

https://youtu.be/G-OivBhCjlg
https://youtu.be/boRcYgCAPKM
https://youtu.be/4JnyFxtnpqU
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+gruffalo&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dthe%2bgruffalo%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=1764AD5EAE7C4FFE24EE1764AD5EAE7C4FFE24EE&rvsmid=3EF4BBD066D60EC1CE0C3EF4BBD066D60EC1CE0C&FORM=VDRVRV

